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Abstract
This paper describes Ariadne, a Java tool for the Eclipse
IDE, that links technical and social dependencies. Ariadne
is based on the observation that technical dependencies
among software components create social dependencies
among the software developers implementing these
components. We describe our approach for creating
technical, socio-technical and social dependencies from a
software project. We describe possible uses of our
approach and tool, as well as, briefly discuss related work.

1. Introduction
One of the most important and influential principles in
software engineering is the idea of information hiding
proposed by Parnas [1]. According to this principle,
software modules should be both “open (for extension and
adaptation) and closed (to avoid modifications that affect
clients)” [2]. Information hiding aims to decrease the
dependency between two modules so that changes to one
do not impact the other. Parnas had also recognized that
information hiding also brings managerial advantages: by
dividing the work in independent modules, it is also
possible to assign the implementation of these modules to
different developers that can work on them independently.
However, a consequence of decomposing the system into
pieces, is the eventual need to manage the integration of
these pieces to create the whole software. This work of
building the whole software from its parts requires a lot of
coordination effort in both collocated and distributed
projects [3] [4] [5]. The reconstruction of the system from
its pieces is necessary during the development, testing, and
maintenance phases. Despite the advantages of the modular
decomposition, software engineering research has already
found out that one module can not be implemented
completely independently of its clients; somehow one
module needs to know some of the requirements that its
clients have [6].

These two aspects - the frequent need to recompose the
software and the dependency among its components -
suggest that software developers working on the
implementation of these components need to interact
regularly to ensure that their work is aligned, so the
integration flows smoothly when necessary. In other words,
because software components need to interact, this creates
a similar need of interaction among the software developers
implementing them. In short, technical dependencies
between components create social dependencies between
the software developers implementing them [3, 4]. Based

on this observation, we argue that the source-code itself can
be an important resource to identify social relationships that
need to be maintained among software developers to
facilitate the integration process. This is possible because
the software itself contains information about the technical
dependencies among pieces of software. This paper
describes our approach and associated tool – Ariadne – that
aims to uncover this relationship among technical and
social dependencies. Ariadne is currently being developed
at UC, Irvine and supports the analysis of Java programs to
identify the technical dependencies. Authorship
information of the software components is used to create
the web of social dependencies. This is done by collecting
information from a configuration management repository
associated with the Java program.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes how from the technical dependencies
existing in a software development effort, it is possible to
uncover the social dependencies among the software
engineers involved in the project. The following section
describes our tool and some of its implementation details.
After that, we describe some related work. Finally,
conclusions and ideas for future work are presented.

2. From Technical to Social
Dependencies

Our approach combines source-code analysis and collection
of information about the software developers in order to
appropriately identify the relationship between the
technical and social dependencies. In this section, we will
detail the technical aspects of the source-code analysis as
well as the collection of (social) information about software
developers.

Technical Dependencies
Our approach is strongly-based on the concept of
dependencies. Dependencies among pieces of code exist
because components, inevitably, make use of services
provided by other components. For example, component A
uses the services of component B, as a result, A depends on
B. That is, in order to component A to be able to perform its
functions, it relies on services provided by component B. A
data structure containing all the dependency relationships
of a program is called a call-graph, because it contains
information about which components call the services
provided by other components in the system. Figure 1
presents an example of a call graph of an open-source
project hosted at sourceforge. A directed edge from a



method A to another method B indicates a dependency
from A to B. Because Java is an object-oriented language,
the call-graph describes the relationship between methods

being invoked by other methods in the context of their
respective classes and packages.

Figure 1: An example of a call graph
By describing dependencies in the source-code, this graph
potentially describes dependencies among software
developers responsible for those software components.
Using the previous example, where component A depends
on component B, assuming that A is being developed by
developer a and B is being implemented by developer b,
since A depends on B, we similarly find that developer a
depends on developer b. Hence, to be able to describe these
social dependencies, it is necessary to populate the call-
graph with social information, i.e., information about which
software developer wrote which part of the code. This is
explained in the next section.

Socio-Technical Dependencies
Authorship information about each node of the call-graph
can be extracted from configuration management (CM)
repositories, which usually store revision information
describing each and every change made to the software
system being analyzed [7]. Typical revision information for
each change includes: the changes applied to the software,
date and time of these changes, the author of the changes,
the files where the changes were applied. Combining
information from the call-graph with authorship
information from the CM repository can then create a
“social call-graph”, that describes which software
developers depend on which other software developers for
a given piece of code. Figure 2 presents an example of a
“social call-graph” from an open-source project. A directed
edge from package A to B indicates a dependency from A
to B. Directed edges between authors and packages indicate
authorship information. Every node of the call-graph might
have different options for the associated authorship

information: for example, in a company, one might decide
to use information about the last person who committed
changes in the file because the last committer is sometimes
considered an expert on it [8], in another company,
ownership architectures could be used since it expresses the
relationship between developers and source code [9]. The
information of a “social call-graph” can be translated into a
two-mode network. The “social-call graph” diagram
presented in Figure 2 was created using our tool, Ariadne.
This tool is described in more details in the following
section.

Social Dependencies
Because of the information that they integrate, “social call-
graphs” could easily be used to generate sociograms
describing the dependency relationship among software
developers without depicting dependencies among software
components. Figure 3 below presents an example of such
situation. Currently we are investigating the use of social
networks algorithms to assess potential coordination
problems in the software development process. For
example, one could generate technical recommendations
about how to reorganize the source code, or provide
managerial recommendations about how to change the
division of labor to minimize the coordination effort of
some developers that have to deal with too many
dependencies. However, in order to do that, we need a tool
that is able to construct and analyze “social call-graphs”
and social network graphs from software development
projects. In the next section, we describe Ariadne, a tool
that addresses this issue.



Figure 2: An example of a “social call graph”

Figure 3: An example of a social network graph
describing dependency relationships among

software developers

3. Ariadne
Ariadne is a Java-based tool that creates call-graphs,
“social-call graphs”, and sociograms. Ariadne is
currently implemented as a plug-in to the Eclipse IDE
(Integrated Development Environment). Eclipse is an
open-source project that aims to develop a powerful

IDE with an extensible architecture based on plug-ins.
Therefore, one can create plug-ins to extend the IDE
and still have access to all resources provided by this
IDE. And that is exactly what Ariadne does. It
analyses Java projects being used in Eclipse and
automatically connects to the configuration
management repository associated with these projects
to retrieve authorship information about the project.
Currently, we are supporting only CVS repositories. In
order to construct call-graphs Ariadne uses another
open-source project called DependencyFinder, which
creates the call-graph for any compiled Java project.
Our current implementation can present call graphs at
three different levels of abstraction: methods, files,
and packages. Basically, information from the
methods is aggregated to generate information about
files, and similarly information about files is
aggregated to generate information about packages.
Any of these call-graphs can be populated with
authorship information generating the equivalent
“social call-graphs”. From those, sociograms are
generated and displayed using JUNG (Java Universal
Network/Graph Framework). Note that call-graphs
and social call-graphs are directed graphs, while
sociograms are undirected graphs. Ariadne is also able
to export all the information that it collects as Excel
files for later analysis using other social-network
programs.

We envision two types of users for our tool:
• Software developers who would use it to identify

colleagues with whom they need to interact, that
need to be informed about changes that are going
to impact them, or with similar interests. For
instance, de Souza et al. [4] describes an example



where developers who shared a dependency were
performing duplicate work because they were not
aware of each other. In this case, we plan to use
the concept of equivalence.

•  Project managers or researchers interested in
understanding the interplay between the changes
in the architecture of the software and its social
impact. For example, by analyzing the density of
a social network or by identifying bridges in this
network one can understand the key role played
by some software developers in the coordination
process or better understand their coordination
and communication needs.

4. Related Work
Despite this relationship between the technical and the
associated social dependencies, traditionally,
interdependence relationships have been looked at
from two perspectives, either as interdependence
between people (work tasks (for example Mintzberg
[10]: workflow, process, scale, and social
interdependencies)) or as interdependence  between
artifacts (for example, program dependencies [11],
building mechanisms in configuration management
tools [7], traceability tools). In separating people and
artifacts, these perspectives provide only relatively
narrow and clear-cut views on what could be assumed
to be a wide variety of forms and appearances.
Furthermore, as the examples below recognize,
software developers in their daily work recognize the
integration of those approaches and make use of them
to get their work done. For instance, McDonald and
Ackerman [8] describe a field study where software
developers use information from their configuration
management tool to identify experts in the source code
that they are changing. Furthermore, research
prototypes have been recently created to explore this
relationship: Expertise Recommender [12] and
Expertise Browser [13] aim to facilitate the process of
identifying, and recommending experts in parts of the
software being engineered.

5. Conclusions and Future
Work

This paper described Ariadne a software tool that
addresses the link between technical and social
dependencies. The ties between these two aspects are
based on the observation that software developers who
depend on each other often need to coordinate their
work.
Currently, Ariadne analyzes an Eclipse project linked
to a configuration management repository. If this
project is dependent on another project, Ariadne will
also analyze this other project, therefore creating a
larger graph of dependencies among different projects
and developers. By doing that, we expect to identify
the pieces of source code and the specific developers
who act as “bridges” between different projects.
Indeed, we are currently analyzing different open-
source projects to understand how developers slowly

move from a peripheral participation to a more central
one.
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